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DEDICATION
In an effort to raise awareness about trees and how they are one of earth's most precious resources, I wish to 
dedicate my story to Chiara Rose D'Angelo and her mother Debra D'Angelo, for their power, insights 
charisma and leadership. I wish them all the best and if Chiara isn't raising awareness and gaining national 
attention through non-violent means, like while tree-sitting to protest urban sprawl, or chaining herself to the 
anchor of a giant Shell Oil rig, otherwise headed to the Arctic to plunder oil in one of earth's most 
inhospitable, sensitively fragile, ecologically and biologically diverse places on earth, I'm certain she, her 
mother and many others like us, will always be out there somewhere, taking a stand and looking out for the 
planet's and everyone's overall well-being.
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FORWARD

Located on the outskirts of Kings Canyon National Park, east of Fresno, is an area known as Whitaker
Forest. Owned and operated by U.C. Berkeley, on the western facing slopes of the Eastern Sierras, this is
home  to  some  of  the  largest  and  oldest  Sequoia-Redwood  trees  on  earth.  An  expedition  from Cornell
University took eight instructors and six students, myself included, to our cabin in Whitaker Forest for the
week of May 26, 2015, to June 2, 2015. With special permission from U.C. Berkeley,  Cornell's climbers
were able to barter their climbing services, in exchange for receiving permission to climb giant Redwood
trees.  Each spring,  over the past five years,  Cornell's  tree climbers  have provided volunteer  services,  in
cooperation  with  U.C.  Berkeley,  collecting  seed  cones  and conducting  ongoing research  projects  in  the
Redwood canopies. This year, Cornell's Tree Climbing Institute orchestrated a two-week expedition. The
first week would be devoted to teaching beginners to climb trees and the second week was for the instructors
to fulfill their obligation to U.C. Berkeley. 

My story began about  a year  earlier  in  the late  summer of 2014, when I  participated in a  local  protest
involving the clear cutting of over eight hundred trees, only for the sake of urban sprawl where occupancy
rates were already very low. I was deeply moved by this tragic loss of wilderness area and became highly
motivated to give back to nature what was so carelessly and unnecessarily taken. That's when I decided to
learn how to climb trees and promote recreational tree climbing as a way for us all to connect and get closer
to nature. I did extensive research into various aspects of tree climbing, equipment, tree climbing expeditions
and training. I was very surprised to learn how little was out there, especially here in Washington State.

My intention is to raise awareness about the virtues of forests and trees everywhere, from an nature loving,
spiritual, ecological and educational standpoint. I set my hopes as high as possible and elected to go with
Cornell and learn to climb giant Redwood-Sequoia trees. I wasn't sure I'd be up for the challenge, but with
adequate training and preparation, I was hopeful.

Aside from being an occasional downhill skier, golfer, an avid dog walker and couch potato, obviously I had
to train and get myself in shape for this expedition, with hopes of ever being able to climb a giant Redwood
tree. I knew Redwoods were tall and climbing them was a unique challenge, compared to most other shorter
trees, but had no way of knowing how challenging this would be, without any first hand experience.

I planned this adventure when I was fifty-six years old, slightly over two hundred pounds and a former
tobacco smoker for over forty years.  Various ailments from my past, include a broken scapula (shoulder
blade),  a  dislocated  shoulder  and lower back surgery for  an L5-S1 related  herniated  disk.  Post-op back
problems  typically  included  backaches,  severe  stiffness  in  my hips  with  occasional  sciatica  nerve  pain.
Despite these setbacks, I try to make the best of things, while I can.

Once I decided to learn recreational tree climbing and signed on with Cornell's Redwood expedition, I began
taking a yoga classes near my home on Bainbridge Island, at the Dayaalu Center. My initial goal was to
achieve more focus and balance. Realizing that I also needed to build upper-body muscle mass, strength and
endurance, with about six months to go I interviewed various physical trainers and am grateful for having
elected to work with Fitness Director, Gavin DeWitt, at Island Fitness on Bainbridge Island. He understood
the challenge, provided guided exercises and expert support, helping me to prepare for this expedition.

It turns out that climbing a Redwood was a whole lot harder than I ever imagined. At heights of about three
hundred feet tall on larger Redwoods, their lowest branches are usually over a hundred feet, or more, off the
ground. Climbing a single line, just to reach the lowest limbs was excruciating, but with months of physical
training and preparation, I had confidence in my abilities. Upon entering into the canopy, the technical aspect
of advancing through the branches wasn't as physically challenging as getting up there, but far more technical
in terms of advancing the climbing line and switching to different climbing systems.



If you can imagine climbing a single line up as high as a twenty or thirty story building, or higher than the
Statue of Liberty,  versus a two or three story building, or a height similar to most other trees, this is the
challenge I was to face.  Climbing to such heights depended upon every ounce of my core, arm and leg
muscles.

During the expedition, we'd learn that safety was always our prime directive. We learned to work as a team
and we always kept at least two secure connections to the climbing line, at all times. Everyone also shared
various  housekeeping  responsibilities  and  teamwork  was  to  be  the  main  ingredient  required  for  us  to
accomplish our goals, throughout the entire week.

Originally, I booked this expedition with my nineteen year old son, the oldest of my three kids. By sharing
this experience with him, I figured we could enhance our life long bond and he'd acquire a unique skill set.
Due to an unexpected knee injury weeks before our departure, he had to abort the expedition. Despite this
setback, I pressed onward. 

This adventure was to be a culmination of life and spirit. I knew all the preparation and physical training was
going to transform me into a stronger, more vibrant and healthier person. I was about to embark on a journey
that originated in my heart, acting on blind faith, without knowing exactly where, or how, this journey might
end. What I soon discovered would forever change my life and my ongoing relationship with nature.

Several months before signing onto the expedition, in a vivid dream, I saw a majestic blue Leatherback sea
turtle in a crystal clear pond, with an infinitesimally beautiful tree growing on its back, like a giant kelp bed
attached  to  its  mighty  shell,  teaming  with  life.  From  this  dream,  I  realized  a  profoundly  symbolic
significance. Everyone individually represents the turtle and are a part of one universally grandiose, cosmic
tree of life.  Insomuch as we get to decide if  this  is an honor or a burden, while  swimming through an
abundance of life-giving waters, we are blessed with the innate right to chose our own paths, always within
the  context  of  the  greater  whole.  This  beautiful  vision  helped  me  better  understand  how everyone  and
everything is  connected  as one;  and how everything has a  reason for being,  a  purpose to  serve on our
respective journeys and a rightful place in the grand scheme of things.

Connecting with nature's grandest, biggest and oldest living organisms on earth was my way of expressing
how important it is for me to live in the moment and feel the connection we all have with nature, in a most
eloquent and picturesque way.  My hope was to use this  experience as my way to share with others,  by
example, how precious our planet's forests and trees really are, in the grand scheme of things. 

It's now my wish that we may all come together as one, with a common purpose, realizing the critical role we
have as a global society to protect, preserve and restore our environment and the lives of everyone who, in
fact, serve the common good of all. Surrendering myself to the power and grandeur that goes with being
directly connected to the biggest and oldest living organisms on earth, both physically and spiritually, was
my motivation. 

I felt confident about my decision to team up with Cornell's Outdoor training program, not just because they
offered an opportunity to climb giant Redwoods, but also due to their high level of credibility and experience.
Tree climbing to them was about educating climbers who serve as arborists, ecologists, environmentalists,
rescue  teams,  scientists,  etc..  Cornell's  outdoor  training  programs  continue  to  offer  tested  and  proven
formulas to fulfill a variety of challenges, safely and securely. 

When the time came to embark on the expedition and after months of physical training, I was in great shape,
felt strong, confident and capable enough to reach the top of a giant Redwood tree. With an open heart, faith
and willpower, I embarked on this grand and amazing adventure.





DAY 1: THE JOURNEY BEGINS

Upon our arrival in Fresno, we were met at the airport and driven to Whitaker Forest by Mark Holton,
PhD., Director of Risk Management for Cornell University, and leader of our expedition. Along the way, we
stopped at a roadside fruit stand and picked up some fresh seasonal fruit, enough to hopefully last the week.
It was about a two hour scenic drive from Fresno's airport to our remote cabin. 

Our accommodations consisted of a modest, two-story, three bedroom, two bath, cabin with a balcony on the
first level. A common living room area with a fireplace, and a kitchen, was directly above a basement/storage
area.  Our  instructors  opted  to  sleep  outdoors  in  tree  hammocks,  while  the  rest  of  us  split  off  into  our
respective  boy's  and girl's  bedrooms on the  top  level.  Our cabin/base  camp was  located  at  about  a  six
thousand foot elevation. Many of the trees we would be climbing were at slightly higher elevations, along a
narrow dirt road that traversed its way up the canyon wall, about five miles before reaching the entrance to
Kings Canyon National Park. Oxygen deprivation at our elevation wasn't a big concern, but at eight thousand
feet I did feel more fatigue than usual, while hiking.

Several students also opted to sleep outside in tree hammocks, as did the instructors. The warm temperatures
and dry climate were conducive to outdoor camping in the late spring and early summer months. During the
entire week, skies were generally clear with sporadic light clouds and an occasional morning overcast haze
that burnt off by the afternoon, typical in Southern California. 

No WiFi or cell phone service was available, except for a select few whose signal strength was barely able to
reach our location. For me, being totally disconnected from the usual waves of news broadcasts, stock market
results and social media communication for the entire week was isolating and liberating too. Maybe we'd get
occasional blips of service at higher elevations, but even that was doubtful. 

Upon our arrival at our cabin, we got settled in. A group of us took a guided walk around the property to get
our bearings and enjoy the a beautiful  sunset.  We walked along a forest  trail,  encountering many Giant
Redwoods, squirrels, chipmunks and birds. I saw woodpeckers, insects and a baby lizard. The forest was
alive with the sounds of song birds and the air was crisp and clean with the smells of a decaying trees, fallen
cones, shrubs and flowers. We also crossed a couple of beautiful small  streams, emanating from springs
located higher up the canyon walls.

Our  first  dinner  consisted  of  rice  and  a  delicious  medley  of  beans.  That  evening,  our  teammates  and
instructors  gathered  us  all  together  to  get  better  acquainted.  We discussed  the  week's  itinerary  and the
philosophy of mutual cooperation and teamwork that would be required to make it all come together. Quiet
time was from 10pm to 6am. Cleaning and cooking chores were allocated and we all shared a variety of daily
duties. We were also assigned and responsible for our climbing gear, provided by Cornell. 

That night I slept comfortably and dreamt about friends and family, with lots of good vibes. 



DAY 2: TECHNICAL TRAINING

I awoke at dawn, early as usual, to the lovely sounds of birds. I contemplated the day's agenda and was
anxious to learn some basic tree climbing skills. I was in good physical condition, but was still apprehensive.
Aside from some bursitis discomfort in my right elbow which I could manage, everything was a go.

Sleeping on a noisy plastic covered mattress that crackled every time I changed position, was awkward, but
my ear plugs, eye mask and sleeping bag kept me very warm and undisturbed. Using clothes in a stuff bag
and a neck pillow for support wasn't my usual sleeping set up, but it sufficed.

Our cabin's  accommodations  were adequate  and rustic.  Food was brought  in and while  much of  it  was
canned, packaged or processed, versus wholesome and fresh, it was the kind of food I usually try to avoid. Of
course, I ate what was cooked, but my portions were far smaller to suit my diminished and finicky appetite.
By the end of the trip, I had only lost about five pounds, which was surprising, due to the change of diet and
all the physical activity we endured.

After  we  completed  our  technical  skills  training  day  and  I  had  successfully  climbed  into  several  trees
including an Oak tree and an Incense Cedar. Except for a sore arm, stiff fingers and two gnarly blisters I got
on my left index and middle fingers, I survived and was now far better acclimated to my climbing gear. 



Each of the day's technical training exercises offered a specific skill set. One was how to climb up and into a
tree using both a Texas Kick and a Frog climbing technique, the other was getting a line into a tree using a
weighted and tethered throw bag to flip-flop, or advance a climbing line from lower to higher branches. The
final, most difficult, exercise was learning how to switch from a ascending-climbing system to a descending-
belay system, while hanging from a single climbing line.

The Frog climbing method was better suited for longer, unobstructed ascents and the Texas Kick, while more
physically challenging and less restraining, was better suited for moving through the canopy. The best part of
my day was making my first ascent into a beautiful Oak tree, reaching about 75 feet tall. We learned about
and experienced the use of various pieces of specific equipment we'd use to climb Redwoods, and the various
knots we'd need for anchoring our lines. 

Getting a climbing line up and into any tree is a critical first step. Once the climber gets into the canopy,
advancing a climbing line through the canopy requires technical skills that can take years to master. Being
athletically inclined and a former little league baseball player, I was able to make accurate throws and had
better luck than many, when it came to hitting the targets.

To return to the ground, we were taught to use two different kinds of belay or repelling devices, known as a
Gri-Gri and an ATC. The Gri-Gri is a user-friendly device with an intuitive hand-brake lever. It works great
for shorter descents or belays, but in giant redwood trees, when descending hundreds of feet, they tend to
overheat from the friction caused by the line's resistance as it passes through the device. Worst case is that
the Gri-Gri might melt a synthetic climbing line, leaving a climber stranded in the tree, or worse.

If the Gri-Gri is used in a slow and deliberate manner, as to mitigate the friction and overheating problem, by
slowly repelling short distances and periodically stopping so the device can cool off, it can be used safely for
longer descents. Some climbers are even known to pour water on their overheated belay devices, in an effort
to cool them off. 

The other belay-descending device we used had less of an overheating potential.  The ATC is a far more
simple tube style belay device that uses a piece of pinched climbing line threaded through it's metal tube and
secured with one or more carabiners. When pulling down on one end of the line, it creates more friction and
enables a brake-like resistance for a controlled descent.

During the belay exercise, I found that while trying to switch gear from ascending to a descending repel
system while hanging from a line was harder for me, because my weight required that double carabiner,
versus a single carabiner, be used with the belay device. As a result, the line slid through the ATC to quickly
and burned my left index and middle fingers. At the same time, my hand-ascender jammed into my ATC
device, as a result of my inability to adequately grip my break line, while trying to disconnect my hand-
ascender at the same time. This forced my right hand to cramp and fingers became temporarily locked in a
clinched position. Usually, when doing a gear transition like this, the climber is in a neutral location, like
while sitting on a branch with adequate slack in the lines. Nonetheless, in a training situation, this was a very
important skill to master, despite my failed attempts.

When using an ATC, sturdy gloves and a strong hand grip are essential components. I learned that its far
more challenging to descend from taller  versus shorter distances and how a Fireman, or a person on the
ground, can assist and even rescue a climber during an ATC descent, from the ground, simply by applying
sufficient weight to the downward climbing line, just like climber does. 

We were shown how to use a crossbow to shoot a arrow over a tree limb, to first set a fishing line in the tree.
The arrow was modified  with duct-tape wound around the tip,  serving to  reduce the speed and arrow's
distance when shot and to keep it from getting lodged into the tree. We also used a giant slingshot to shoot a
weighted toss bag, also attached to a fishing line, into a tree's upper branches. In order to get a climbing line
up high enough to reach the lower limps of a giant Redwood, extraordinary effort, ingenuity, coordination,



good aim and lots of luck is required.

Our knot tying skills were rusty at first, but got better over time. I was able to tie and dress a number of
useful knots with relative ease, but I still lacked experience and a thorough understanding of which knots
were best suited for specific situations. Fortunately for us students, the instructors monitored the integrity of
our knots on our each of our climbs, which I found very comforting.

At the end of our 1st day, I felt much better acclimated and familiar with climbing, but I knew I was still a
complete novice. Despite the earlier hand-cramp and finger blisters, these were minor obstacles that I easily
overcame. I had successfully climbed several trees and I knew I'd be better able to apply my new found
skills, when the time would come to climb my first giant Redwood tree.



DAY 3: MAIDEN REDWOOD CLIMB

Today was to be my first experience climbing Redwoods. Everyone split up into three smaller climbing
teams, with two instructors and two students per team. My team's climbing partner was Diana, a 43 year old
arborist from Martha's Vineyard, with a wonderfully positive attitude and a delightful demeanor. Our lead
instructor Mark was also in his mid-forties He had a very kind nature about him, a great sense of humor and a
sense of adventure very few in this world may ever be able to truly comprehend. The other instructor was a
recent Cornell graduate, Olya (pronounced O'lee'ah), who was a marvelous instructor, with a friendly, gentle
and compassionate approach to training. 

I was the oldest one on the trip,  by ten years,  at least.  Bring the oldest felt a bit awkward at times and
discussing issues like mandatory GMO labeling and the ethical treatment of farm workers and livestock,
wasn't always a good thing. In doing so, I inadvertently stirred up some heated debates with certain college
age kids and touched some tender nerves.  We dialed it  down and kept our focus on the expedition,  but
dealing with highly intelligent students with varying degrees of emotional intelligence, was a bumpy road at
times.

Our initial goal today was to set lines in a Redwood tree, modestly known simply as “236”. A map in our
cabin showed the location and number assigned of all the large Redwood trees on UC Berkeley's property,
known as Whitaker Forest. Each tree in the area had been marked a small silvery metal tag nailed into the



tree with its respective tree number engraved thereon.

Today was our first day to climb a Redwood. Our plan was to set an initial climbing line, climb up into the
canopy and if time permitted, we'd flip-flop a couple more times, moving us ever closer to the tree's top. This
actually sounded a lot easier than it was and we understood that we'd need two or more days to complete our
climb the top, doing everything from start to finish.

236 is known for its incredibly scenic treetop views. Located close to a dirt road a couple miles from the
cabin, we hiked up there with our backpacks, ropes and climbing gear. This is the same road lead that heads
into Kings Canyon National Park, several miles further up the road. The road was rarely used, except by
occasional sightseers, bicyclists or park officials.A previously installed safety line had already been attached
to 236's top by instructors from previous climbs. However, as far as we were concerned, this was only to be
used in case a rescue was needed. Initially we ignored that line and focused on climbing the tree ourselves, as
if there were no other lines already set. Our instructors wanted us to thoroughly experience every aspect of
redwood tree climbing, from start to finish.

I was very excited and nervous about the day's agenda. If I properly paced myself, I felt things would go
well.  My bandaged left  middle and index fingers were now well protected by my rock-climbing gloves.
While climbing, I'd need to remove a glove to tie knots and risk dropping it accidentally out of a tree, but the
alternative was to use fingerless gloves and increase the likelihood of getting more rope burns, as I had
already done. 

The day began with us all hiking up the trail to the tree, about two miles up a the road with steady elevation
changes and switchbacks. I questioned the logic of backpacking all our provisions to the climbing site, when
we could have mitigated the effort by using the van for shuttling us and our gear back and forth. Still, the
unassisted/organic approach was preferred, despite all the added effort on everyone's part. 

The day quickly turned into most historic and epic day. Afterwards, my aches had aches. I was so tired, I
couldn't even relax enough to recall the experience in detail, or even write about it in my journal. Ultimately,
we overcame adversity, improvised and I completed a climb into my first giant Redwood. The climb took us
about two hundred feet up and into the two-hundred and sixty foot tall redwood tree. Once we reached the
lower branch where our initial climbing line was set, we flip-flopped up another 30 feet up into the canopy,
before descending back down, using our ATC belay device. After having successfully accomplished so much
on our first day, we were all confident we'd reach the top on the next attempt.

Our primary climbing line was initially set, after many failed attempts, using our giant slingshot. This was no
ordinary slingshot, it was connected to a six foot pole with a fishing reel attached. The pull strap used a
heavy duty surgical like tubing, with a basket-like cradle connected to a woven strap. The idea was to shoot
the weighted toss-bag connected to the fishing line, up and over a target branch, than reconnect the fishing
line to a stronger throw line and then to the actual climbing line. 

At one point after several failed slingshot attempts, while shooting with a bit too much slack in the line got
snagged and almost cut completely through one of the slingshot's basket straps, with razor like precision. The
line could have just as easily sliced through the shooter's finger, but luckily that didn't happen. Thankfully,
we performed a MacGyver-like  on-site  slingshot  repair  and eventually  hit  the target.  We than carefully
replaced the fishing line with a throw line. Because our line crossed over several branches, with at least one
having the appearance of a life-bearing-load capacity, we had to adjust the line accordingly.

We used a weighted plastic jug filled with dirt, with rope-like handle duck-taped to it and tied it onto our
throw line. We raised the weighted jug and gently flipping it over the smaller branches and lowered it back
down, creating a W-like shape. This enabled us to pull the line off just the smaller branches, while keeping it
slung over a single strong looking branch, with potential life-bearing load capabilities. 



After connecting the throw line to our climbing line and pulling it up and over a strong enough looking
branch,  we  tested  the  branch's  strength  to  ensure  it  had  life-bearing  load  capability.  We then  securely
anchored the safety end of the climbing line to a nearby tree. The anchor point was secured by using thickly
woven  straps  wrapped  several  times  around  a  big  nearby tree.  Several  kinds  of  knots  and  hitches  and
alternate facing carabiners were also used to anchor the climbing line. We were right on schedule, and by
noon that day, we had successfully set our climbing line and were prepared to make our initial ascents. 

We took turns climbing into the canopy, one at a time. Mark made the initial ascent, then Diana, then me,
followed by Olya. Once I climbed up and past the mostly barren part of the lower tree trunk, I had reached
the point where we had set our initial throw line. We had a chance to relax a bit, things became much less
strenuous. Once all four us had reached the canopy,  we flip-flopped our way higher up into the canopy,
getting ourselves closer and closer to the top. Had it not been for the time constraints, because we had done
so well as a team, we believed we might had reached the top on our first ascent, if we only had more time.
Even though the physical demands of ascending hundreds of feet up a tree on a single climbing line were
much more strenuous than I had anticipated, I was grateful for all my rigorous training and conditioning and
that I now had this experience checked off my bucket list. 

Giant Redwood trees, by far, are in a league of their own. Compared to almost every other climbing trees,
giant Redwoods are many times times taller. Most jungle canopies in areas like the Amazon and Central
America are somewhere in the fifty to one hundred foot range, as well. Whereas giant Redwoods can get up
to three hundred feet, or more. In other words, we climbed up a single climbing line, almost equal to the
height of about a thirty story building, similar to heights equal to The Statue of Liberty.

My diminished lung capacity, combined with my weight and height, made this one of the toughest challenges
I've ever faced in my entire life. I figured subsequent climbs might get easier, having now had this initial
climb under my belt, but I was grateful to have achieved so much on my very first Redwood climb. By the
end of the day, everyone on our team was gleaming with joy and enthusiasm. 

Without the expert guidance and expertise of our instructors, plus all of our combined teamwork, setting the
lines, fixing a broken slingshot, tying off the knots, etc., the climb wouldn't have even been possible. Prior to
reaching the low lying branches, during my maiden climb, I had an internal debate with myself. Pondering if
I should have even been there in the first place, was also on my mind. 

On the one hand I was thoroughly exhausted, hanging on for dear life. On the other hand, there I was in a
giant Redwood Tree, at times bouncing back and forth against its massive trunk, connected by just my waist
and chest to a single climbing line, hundreds of feet in the air. When I'd let go of my hand-ascender, while
securely connected to the line, I could simply hang comfortably in a seated position, supported by my waist
harness. I could swing out and back, twirl around or resume the arduous task of continuing my ascent up and
into the canopy, using the Frog climbing method. 

During my climb on the way up, I noticed the tree bark was not only red in color, but it had a soft spongy
texture to the touch. In some places it felt like my fingers could make imprints into the soft bark. On the way
up, the first branch I passed had the distinct appearance of a sculpted elephant's head and tusks, almost like a
mounted elephant head trophy on a hunter's wall. We reflected on this afterwards when we each shared some
of our personal recollections of the climb. We used the Frog climbing method on our initial ascent, than
switched to the Texas Kick system, once we were in the canopy to flip-flop, and then we switch to the ATC
belay device to complete our descent. The Frog setup got its name because the climber resembles a frog
while climbing. It incorporates a six-inch wide, four foot long strap woven into a ladder shape, with multiple
foot slots  to put either one or two feet  into and push up upon. The idea is  a simple sit-stand repetitive
exercise,  where  we  would  step  into  the  foothold  and  pull  the  hand-ascender  up  the  climbing  line
simultaneously, than sit back into a neutral position in the waist harness.

With the Texas Kick style, the Frog's foothold strap is replaced with a simpler adjustable strap with a single



foot slot. A second hand-ascender is connected to the waist harness and the more cumbersome Croll chest
harness is removed completely. The climbing motion is similar to the Frog method, but both the right and left
hand-ascenders need to be adjusted each time when stepping up and into the foot loop. 

Relaxing while dangling on a climbing line wasn't entirely stress free, knowing how much further I still
needed to climb and realizing time was getting short. Trying to regulate and conserve energy was difficult, let
alone finding time to relax and be in the moment.  Even so,  recall  feeling the gentle  breeze and seeing
glorious sights from my birds-eye perspective, while listening to the rhythmic and melodic sounds of birds.
Until I reached the canopy, these fleeting moments of serenity had to be savored. 

Every step-up and pull on my hand-ascender sapped more and more energy out of me while ascending higher
and higher, 100's of feet up, only inches at time. Only through sheer persistence and determination was I
finally able to reach the destination where my co-climbers waited and relaxed patiently for my arrival. 

Once I reached the canopy, adjacent to where I got a warm reception by my fellow climbers, I was able to
position myself and sit on a big branch, thoroughly relax, while waiting for the next climber to make her
ascent. I was able to alleviate all my tension and transfer all my weight onto a branch where I stood. I admit,
I did feel a slight sense of motion sickness at that height, but I never let that get the best of me. 

Sitting side saddle and saddling a fat branch in the upper canopy reminded me of my childhood tree climbing
experiences. The bark of the redwood's branches was different from the bark of the trunk, and it reminded me
of more flake like bark on the Eucalyptus tree where I helped build a tree-house with my Uncle Ronnie and
Cousin Lance, as a child. 

Being that high up, sitting upon and being fully supported by a strong tree branch was how I imagined it
would be. The strength of giant redwood branches were far stronger and thicker than the branches on other
neighboring trees whose branches looked like toothpicks, in comparison. I felt like I was being cradled in the
arms of a most gentle and loving mother. Feeling connected to and being a part of such an enormous living
being was invigorating and thrilling. 

One's perspective from the canopy of a giant Redwood is almost impossible to capture in a single glance or
photograph. It's difficult to process and absorb the majesty surrounding a giant Redwood. Perhaps it may be
similar to how it feels when looking down upon earth from the International Space Station. The views offer
an enormously big picture to process and one's attention can only assimilate bits and pieces of this visually
stunning, grand symphony, at any given time.

Somehow I imagined the climbing equipment we'd be using would be designed to better mitigate the physical
demands placed on a climber, while ascending. Different kinds of climbing systems vary in that regard, but
until one actually experiences the use of their climbing gear first hand, there's really no way to understand the
magnitude of this kind of challenge. While I figured moving up a climbing line was as relatively easy and
fast, I was wrong on both counts.

Within  the  Redwood  canopy,  I  noticed  the  forest  surrounding  the  tree  was  a  constant  and  perpetual
symphony of sounds from a living orchestra. The musicians included song birds, the sound of the breeze
going through the forest, insects, and a medley of other indeterminable sounds. Visually, I didn't observe any
large wildlife, except for meandering herd of domesticated free-range cattle, birds and insects, but we knew
there were bears, elk and a number of other critters in the vicinity. The fresh forest smells were exquisite. A
bit dryer than the smell of rain-washed timber like we have in the Pacific Northwest, but still richly seasoned
with a magnificently wholesome aroma.

My raw strength, determination and willpower carried me through the day, not to mention some mind tricks I
played on myself. On the way up, I convinced myself that the only way to return to the ground was to climb
up and reach the canopy where my instructor would supervise my equipment changeover, before making my



final  descent.  Even  though  I  felt  well  secured  to  the  climbing  line  and rescue-ready,  if  needed,  I  was
determined to reach my destination no matter what. Along the way, I was also showered with comforting
words of encouragement, instruction and support from my adoring teammates.

A final  transition  before  returning  to  the  ground involved  one  last  climbing  system changeover.  While
simultaneously installing the belay device and removing the ascender gear, I maintained two connections to
my climbing line, always. 

Notwithstanding my mild feelings of dizziness and motion sickness while tree sitting, I definitely enjoyed
coming down from tree while using the ATC. While repelling down the tree using the ATC, Olya was my
acting Fireman,  carefully monitoring my descent and keeping the line free of slack. This enabled me to
comfortably descend in safely controlled manner. 

One of the highlights of the day was using the ATC belay device and repelling back to the ground from over
two hundred up. After meticulously switching from an ascending system to a descending system, it came
time to hop off my secure and comfy branch which was as wide as an elephant's leg, and put all my trust and
faith into the fact that my very existence depended on a tiny little piece of equipment, held in place by a
couple locking carabiners and the tight grip of my hands.

I took a deep breath and inhaled while gingerly inching my way off the giant limp. Thoughts of jumping out
of an airplane or into a cold swimming pool without first testing the water temperature ran through my head.
This was different because I already kind of knew from the training sessions what to expect,  but hadn't
actually repelled more than about thirty feet in my earlier training exercise, but that was only using the Gri-
Gri. 

As we double and triple checked my descending gear, and under the direct instruction of Mark, I eased
myself into position and then slid slowly and gently from a sturdy branch until I was securely fastened to my
climbing line only. This came as a big relief and while holding onto and pulling tightly down on the lower
end of my climbing line, threaded through my ATC belay device and two locking carabiners had prevented
me from free-falling.

As instructed, once I was supported by the climbing line only, I slowly eased off my tight grip, allowing the
line to slide slowly through my gloved hands and the belay device. As I momentarily bobbled and stopped
my brief descent, I breathed a big gasp of relief knew I was able in control of the situation. Having now
become more acclimated to the use and feel of the ATC, I was now ready to continue my first descent out of
236. Safely using an ATC belay device from this high up was one of the most challenging and rewarding
aspects of the entire experience.

Once I reached the ground, it took a while to process what I had just accomplished. While Mark was the only
climber still up there, he also made his way safely down. Afterwards, we were all in a gleeful sort of daze,
realizing what we as a team had accomplished. We had come so far, further than anyone, except those rare
individuals like us, who have had the incredible privilege to climb a giant Redwood. 

Once we all completed the repelled descent to the forest ground, we had a well deserved group hug. Diana
and I  had successfully shared our first  Redwood climb together  and the experience was unforgettable.  I
believe  we will  remain  forever  bonded  with  friendship,  by  virtue  of  this  wonderful  shared  experience.
Afterwards, we all hiked back to our cabin. I hiked while wearing my backpack and carried my climbing gear
in a separate duffle bag. Our climbing lines remained in the tree, for later use.

What became abundantly clear was how much we all contributed to each others success and how much our
teamwork was required on everyone's part. During my initial climb, I deliberately left my camera behind so I
could better focus on the technical aspects of the climb, but Olya was thankfully able to take several shots of
my first ascent from the ground looking up. Many of her shots of me, about a hundred feet off the ground,



swinging around on my climbing line will be cherished, always. Although I regretted not having my camera
on  this  climb  when  I  reached  the  canopy,  I  was  confident  I'd  have  many  more  chances  as  the  week
progressed. I was also extremely proud and humbled to think how someone my age, with a rap sheet of
physical ailments, could turn his life around and get strong enough to accomplish an amazing feat like this. 

Getting the line  into the tree,  climbing up and moving around the canopy and returning to  the ground,
required a very high degree of technical knowledge and skill and stamina. Understanding all of the intricate
concepts  was  one  thing,  but  the  practicality  of  properly  and  successfully  executing  all  the  individual
techniques,  resulting  in  a  successful  climb  was  mind  boggling.  Certainly  there  are  numerous  ways  to
accomplish the missions we fulfilled, but we followed all the prescribed guidelines to the tee. While under
their direct supervision of our most qualified and competent instructors, we prevailed in a most glorious
fashion.



DAY 4: KARMA CATCHES UP
After realizing how tapped out we were from the physical demands of the previous day, our instructors

decided the day's activities would be less strenuous, focused on improving technical skills. The day before
we were all climbing redwoods, under the close guidance of our most proficient instructors. Among the six of
us, each student-climber had varying degrees of success, while some were still overcoming fatigue, fears, and

other related obstacles. 

As we prepared our gear and were having breakfast, my worst nightmare was about to become a reality.
While bending down to pick up my backpack and without properly bending my knees, all of a sudden and
out of nowhere, my lower back decided to flare up with a most alarming and painful nerve spasm. Knowing



instantly  from  the  shock-waves  of  a  painfully  tender  nerve,  I  knew  instantly  that  I  had  irreversibly
compromised my climbing ability.

Sadly, I told everyone I wouldn't be able to continue with our plans and it was highly doubtful, if I would be
able to climb for the remainder of the expedition. I shared my gratitude for having experienced as much as I
had, up to that point. Nonetheless, despite the honor and gratification of having already accomplished so
much, deep down I felt morally crushed. 

Later that morning, I could barely attend the knot tying portion of the day's training exercises while doing my
best to muscle through the aches and flares of nerve pain transmitting from my lower spine and into my hips.
A backache of this sort, being associated with a herniated disk usually takes several days, just for the nerve
pain to subside. 

Fortunately, I had come prepared for this contingency and had my TENS (Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve
Stimulation) unit. While using an electronic pulse passing through two well placed electrodes, I was able to
self-medicate  and  mitigate  some  of  the  pain  with  some  self-managed  electroshock-nerve  therapy.  Even
though I  knew this  only offered some temporary pain relief,  I  also knew from past experience that  my
condition was going to get much worse, before getting better. 

My primary focus now turned to managing my suffering. I didn't have any prescription strength pain pills,
but I take lots of ibuprofen to reduce inflammation. From past experiences, I knew that this kind of flare-up
would take about least three days to subside. My best bet was to walk around and remain in motion, or lay in
bed with a pillow tucked under my elevated knees. 

As the day progressed, I realized that walking was challenging, but better than sitting or laying down. For an
hour or so, I was able to take a meditative forest walk, enjoying some quality alone-time in the woods. I also
availed myself to some lovely photo opportunities. While monitoring my condition and energy levels, by
mid-afternoon  I  was  already  exhausted,  so  I  opted  for  self-imposed  bed  rest  for  the  remainder  of  the
afternoon. I used my rolled up sleeping pad as a knee pillow and tried to focus on the soothing sounds of
nature, rather than wallow in misery.

Our group's plan the following day would be to continue to advance our initial redwood climbs, picking up
where each team initially left off. Of course, our team, minus me, had every expectation of reaching the top
of 236 and I simply figured I would spend the day in and around the cabin to recuperate, take short walks and
hopefully to mitigate my agony, while the others went on about their way.

That evening before I went to bed, I was asked by a fellow classmate to facilitate a morning yoga session. I
would at least be able to narrate others through some yoga-like exercises, but I'd obviously need to avoid
doing certain kinds of stretches that caused me more harm than good. 





DAY 5: NEW BEGINNINGS
That night after turning in early around nine, I abruptly and unexpectedly awoke at one in the morning.

Unable to fall back to sleep and finding it painful to shift positions by rolling from one side to another, I laid
flat on my back for most of the night. I thought about what I accomplished earlier in the week and with my

defenses down I gave myself a safe place to be emotional and focus on how extremely disappointed and
upset I really was, knowing I'd probably not be able to participate in any further tree climbing activities. It

quickly dawned on me that my accident might have been far more serious if it had occurred during a climb,
hundreds of feet above the ground. Realizing I could still walk, hike, take photos and experience being in this

incredible place felt liberating, even with a bad back. 

At that moment, I understood there was other important work for me to do, here and I had no reason to feel
anything but gratitude and optimism. My thoughts shifted to how much positive love and support I had
received from my family and friends and it was then, I began to feel even more powerful waves of emotion
rolling  through me.  I  felt  truly blessed,  having realized  I  could still  do and learn so much,  aside  from
climbing trees.I had accomplished so much already and the thought of pursuing other less evasive activities
opened me up to a broad array of new opportunities. I knew I was damaged goods, but I was alright with that.
I wasn't sure what, if any, new opportunities might arise in the coming days, but I was confident that even
under the worst of circumstances, I'd remain positive and by choice, I'd make worthwhile use of my time. 

I figured I'd have an opportunity to possibly spend the next day doing a morning yoga session, some walking
meditations, while listening to nature and learning lessons from the forest. Maybe I'd experience the healing
benefits from earth's marshy forest soil along the banks of the nearby streams, which I've heard can be very
therapeutic.  I  became empowered with hope and optimism and felt  truly privileged to  be a  part  of this
beautiful sacred forest. 

While remaining wide awake, I then became aware of this strangely bright moonlight shining through our



bedroom window, directly on just my roommate, but not rest of us. There were four of us in the bedroom, in
beds and it seemed really bizarre, like a stage production where one actor is highlighted in the spotlight,
while the others are kept in the dark. I had never seen moonlight as focused so brightly, engulfing someone
like  this.  It  was  as  if  he  was  being  blessed  with  a  divine  light,  or  baptized  with  concentrated  rays  of
moonlight. 

Moments later the same roommate stood up, got out of bed, turned on his flashlight and walked out of the
room, closing the bedroom door behind him. This all happened sometime around 1:30 am. I figured he was
either sleepwalking or going to the bathroom, but I wasn't sure. Being concerned for his safety, because he
had previously mentioned he had sleepwalking issues, I considered getting out of bed to follow him. In my
condition I could barely roll around in bed, let alone get up to follow or help him, if he even needed any
assistance. If he was heading outside to sleepwalk, that would have been strange, for sure. In any case, I
hoped for his safe return without disturbing or alarming anyone.

A short  while  later,  I  heard some movement  by the  bedroom door and then saw something completely
unexpected  and miraculous.  An exceptionally bright  flash of white  light  came through the  crack of the
bedroom door. This bright white light hurt my eyes to look at, and that's when it changed into two bright
golden specked light rays that flew across the room, passing above me on both my right and left sides. The
golden light rays had other elements of colors, flashing speckles, and shimmers of multi-colored shapes, like
small bright golden orbs of light. It was beautiful to witness and shortly after that strange encounter, my
roommate returned to bed.

As it turns out, he did go use the bathroom, and the light I saw may have been a reaction in my tired eyes,
especially after fixating on my smart phone, while writing notes in my journal. I still have no other logical
explanation these golden rays of light. Nonetheless, what I saw was undeniable and my experience was as
plain as day. 

Following this brief episode, I thought about tree-faeries and elves and if there were such real living entities
in  our  presence,  possibly  existing  beyond  our  consciousness  ability  to  perceive  them.  From a  physical
standpoint, I realized that various members of our group has characteristics and physical similarities to those
of fairies and elves, being such vibrant spirits, with their playful and mischievous natures. As such, from then
on, I accepted that I was in the presence of elves and fairies, at least to the extend that my group members
embodied their true essence. 

Being in this magical forest of giants has helped me better appreciate  the concept of balance.  Nature is
constantly correcting itself. Just as water seeks its own level, or like when earthquakes alleviate stress points
in the earth's crust. Even recent events of civil unrest, protests and extreme acts of war, are occurring when
there is extreme imbalance, generally as a catalyst to better facilitate and restore order and balance in our
society. The forest's nature is balanced by a multitude of influences, but instability and imbalance still occurs
almost everywhere we look, usually as a result of human influence and/or interference with nature, but in a
perpetually changing manner. 

Being awake all night writing, meditating and at times and feeling deeply emotional, I felt the coming days
would be somehow be intensely significant and meaningful. I wasn't sure how, but I now felt some very
strong and powerful forces were at play, right here in this forest, and something incredible would be revealed
to me in the coming days.

Getting out of bed that  morning was an extremely painful  and slow process.  Anyone whose had severe
lower-back problems knows how hard it is to move and get up after being in a sedentary position for any
prolonged period of time, due to a ruptured disk. Compared to the previous day when I suffered the initial
injury,  my  condition  went  from bad  to  worse  and  felt  almost  intolerable.  Fortunately,  as  the  morning
unfolded and the day progressed, it became easier to more around and as long as I remained upright and in
motion, I was better able to manage the pain. 



The morning yoga session consisted of me and two others. I was able to facilitate and demonstrate various
the  movements  and  positions  with  relative  ease  and  the  results  were  invigorating.  My  soreness  was
diminishing, but my body was still exhausted from prior activities. Later that morning, while talking to Mark,
I told him I'd prefer to hang out by the cabin, relax by a marsh, take a meditative walk, etc. Mark suggested
another  alternative  and asked that  I  provide  help  and ground support  to  our  climbing team,  while  they
completed their ascent of 236. Therefore, in the spirit of helping others, I agreed to support my teammates
and put my other plans on hold. 

This  turned out  to  be the most  remarkable  days  of  my life.  It  was  full  of positive signs and was truly
spectacular  in  many respects.  I  did assist  my climbing team with ground support  and they successfully
reached and completed their climb to the top of 236. Getting up the hill to reach 236, instead of hiking there
with our gear and packs, we used a shuttle van and I helped personally deliver everyone's  gear to their
respective redwood tree locations. This was my day's  first sign, as I was indirectly helping entire group.
Shuttling everyone's gear to their respective locations, even though it was intended to help me avoid further
injury, was benefit to me and the group at large. 





From ground level at 236, I knew immediately when Diana, Mark and Olya completed their ascent. Their
cheers and yelps of joy and glory were easily heard. The day's outing lasted over eight hours, from the time
we left the cabin to the time we returned. I spent most of the day napping, taking pictures, hiking around the
nearby area and relaxing in the forest. 

What made this day truly amazing was how, for much of the morning, we were blessed with a spectacularly
visible 360° rainbow around the sun, known as a sun-halo. At first glance, I felt the presence of a higher
power and immediately interrupted this as a blessing from Nature. Native American and Tibetan folklore
suggest sun-halos are a positive sign, marking a time of great change when people of all races, colors and
creeds come together in unity to heal the earth and all her children. This is known by the Navajo and Hopi
tribes as "“The Whirling Rainbow Prophesy".

This  beautifully  colored  optical  effect  occurs  when  the  sun's  light  passes  through  ice  crystals  in  the
atmosphere at a precise angle, creating a circular rainbow colored refraction. The photos of this auspicious
sun-halo event, as seen through the forest canopy, were a most unexpected surprise. 

Another blessing came in the form of a series of photos I took, none of which would have been possible, had
I  been  preoccupied  with  tree  climbing.  Between  the  sun-halo  and  some  beautiful  silhouette  effects  of
climbers passing through the sunlight during their ascent, I cannot put into words, how lovely these images
were in real life. This day, as it turns out, afforded me some of the best photo opportunities of the trip, and
possibly my entire life. 

Quiet and stillness was the order of the day. Being somewhat isolated on the ground for the entire day, I was
fortunate to receive several visits from curious passersby, including an adorable family with young kids who
stopped to check things out. One young girl in particular stood out that day when she commented about
Redwoods and said 236 was her all time favorite tree. That's when I told her about my tree-climbing friend,
John Gathright, and how he'd ask the children he worked with to pick out a favorite tree. One physically
challenged child in particular had carefully selected a tree with a most notable bend near its base, saying it



signified how some children may have difficulties at first, but in the long run, everything can still work out
for the best. This story was well received by the little girl and much appreciated by her parents. 

When the sun hit our side of the western facing slopes of the Eastern Sierras, I decided to take a short walk
about a mile or two up the dirt road. I followed the road as it made several switchbacks. With each new turn,
the views revealed treasures of scenic forest landscapes and giant Redwood trees that were literally hundreds,
if not thousands of years old. During that time, I also collected some trash along the way, while enjoying the
surroundings. Late that afternoon, almost all my water and provisions had been exhausted. Listening to the
laughter,  coming from high above in  the  tree  from my fellow climbers  was reassuring,  but  was also a
constant  reminder  of  where  I  also  wanted  to  be.  Even  though  I  availed  myself  to  some  great  photo
opportunities, quality rest, meditation and tranquil nature walk, I still couldn't help but feel sad and frustrated,
as a result of my debilitating condition. 

There was still more to come and much to my surprise, one more sign had yet to reveal itself. We eventually
returned to the cabin after a long day in the woods and had dinner. Shortly after that, we had our evening
meeting with the group, discussing the days events and plans for the following day. After our meeting, a rare
and gracious opportunity was presented to me, and no one else. Mark felt it was his duty to help me reach the
top of a Redwood, one way or another, so he offered to facilitate an assisted climb where he'd provide a
counter-balance  to  lessen  my climbing  load,  if  I  were  still  willing  and able  to  endure  the  challenge  of
climbing to the top of 236. I was tremendously grateful for being offered this incredible opportunity, but at
the time, I explained how I seriously doubted if I could even attempt such a daring climb, under the present
circumstances. 

To clarify the definition of an assisted ascent, it meant that Mark would climb to to the top of 236 and jump
out of the tree. He's still rely on his primary climbing line, but he'd also have a second climbing line, tethered
to both of us and threaded through a pulley at the tree's top. As such his body's weight, during his controlled
descent,  would  offsetting  mine  during  my ascent,  thereby lessening and canceling  out  a  portion  of  my
climbing load by the equivalent  of Mark's  weight.  Aside from the assisted ascent,  the climb would still
require a great deal of effort on my part to reach the top and return to the ground. Once at the top, I would
again be on my own, unassisted for the remainder of the climb. 

Given how I was feeling that day and knowing how sore I felt, I remained justifiably skeptical. What was
interesting is how I felt better and better as the day progressed, at least I was well enough to feel comfortable
on long walks.  Even though my lower back was stiff and sore,  I  still  had all  my arm and leg strength.
Climbing again  would certainly  be a  giant  gamble,  I  thought,  but  how often  does  one  get  this  kind of
opportunity? As the day wore on, the nerve pain did subside, but the soreness was still very evident. I had a
wait and see attitude and, at least, I kept my options open. 



DAY 6: SECOND CHANCES

After retiring to bed early the night before and with just two full days remaining on our expedition, the
students that day were given several options. These included taking an instructor guided hike along trails
located in Kings Canyon National Park, doing a tourist climb on a Redwood tree whose lines had already
been set by other climbing teams, and/or doing an overnight in a Redwood canopy,  in a hammock. The
chosen tree for the overnight, as you might have already guessed, was 236, of course!

Logistically,  the overnight first  entailed getting hammocks up, into and secured in the Redwood's  upper
canopy. Notwithstanding personal hygiene issues that may otherwise curtail the experience, climbers could
expect to enjoy their dinner in the tree, from the comfort of their own tree hammocks and return to the cabin
the following morning, for a hot breakfast. Lying in a hammock all night, up a tree, feeling in the chilling
wind and sounds of the forest, under the bright moonlight, while wearing a full climbing harness, snuggling
inside a sleeping bag ultimately proved to be more challenging for some than others.

Obviously, my choices were more restrictive, to the extent that my only real option, besides taking a hike,
was to  accept  Mark's  offer  to  do the assisted climb,  conditional  upon my ability  to fulfill  all  the other
physical requirements needed to perform this momentous task. As I awoke early that morning, as usual, I laid
in bed contemplating the day ahead, uncertain but hopeful about facing the challenges that laid before me. 

Under the best of circumstances, this climb would enable me to bypass the process of getting lines all set up,
as my teammates I had already done. The only impediment was my back problem, but know that as the
morning progressed and the more active I became, the less I felt stiff and sore. I was feeling more optimistic
and hopeful that I might be able to attempt the assisted climb, or at least, resume other fairly normal activities
with the group once again. 

The night before, I felt a corner had taken a turn for the better. It seemed my back problem was improving,



not getting worse. Although I still had difficulty getting out of bed that morning, with twangs of transmitting
nerve pain throughout my hips, the overall pain was less severe than the two previous days. Things were
beginning to look up and I even began to feel hopeful about getting to the top of a Redwood tree on this
expedition. 

To put things in perspective, not many people ever take the opportunity to climb big trees, and get permission
to climb these protected and highly revered living-giants. Having any opportunity to climb Redwoods under
any circumstance, let alone being accentuated with an option to do an assisted counter-balance, makes this
even more special. 

Most adventure junkies and recreational tree climbers are young adults, physically in their prime, usually
with a high degree of skill and experience in their respective sport, but for me, at my age, to even be on this
expedition was an amazing opportunity. Despite my physical challenges and limitations, being granted the
dubious honor of having one final fighting chance to summit a giant Redwood was beyond anything I would
have ever  imagined.  I  am so  deeply  touched  by this  selfless  act  of  kindness  and  it  still  evokes  strong
emotions, to this day, when I think about it. 

I was feeling stronger and more hopeful as the morning wore on. The thought of actually being able to
photograph the sights from the top of a giant Redwood tree was hard to resist. Given how much we had
already accomplished as a team and individually, I felt the extra teamwork needed to help me succeed at this
point, came as an even bigger blessing, than by simply climbing under my own strength. I was still uncertain
about what might  happen when the moment of truth arose and if  the pain would flare  up,  as soon as I
strapped myself in to my harness. Thoughts of doing a climb and being forced to into a rescue situation along
the way was eating away at me. Even with a counterbalanced assist, this climb would still be an enormous
challenge for me. Even so, I remained hopeful and was overjoyed by just the prospect of reaching the top of a
giant Redwood.

That night, as I laid in bed reflecting on the spiritual nature of things, I realized how this trip has had a
profound effect on me, and how it had already reaffirmed many of my existing beliefs. I had come so far
already, starting back when I first felt a strong affinity for the trees in my neighborhood, slated for removal. 

While contemplating what may, or may not happen the following day while lying in bed early that morning, I
thought I should make a list of the insights I've gained thus far from this experience, some original, some
borrowed, but all ringing with the truth I feel in my heart. 

1. Be positive and stop feeding your doubts and 
fears, as it only makes matters worse.

2. Teamwork is required to accomplish many 
significant tasks and some may never be 
attainable, without the combined effort of each 
and every team member.

3. Balance is a natural phenomenon. Just as water 
always finds its own level, everything has a way 
of naturally correcting itself by finding harmony 
and balance within itself, in its own time.

4. Willpower, determination and hard work, when 
mindfully pursued, can be one of the strongest 
forces in the universe.

5. Trust in oneself and one's abilities. Know, with 



confidence, that it's possible to achieve realistic 
goals with preparation and hard work, regardless 
of what others may think.

6. Believe in whatever God or faith you choose, or
don't, but do know that everything happens for a 
reason and can be used to one's advantage.

7. Through one's suffering, we may realize higher 
forms of love, kindness and compassion toward 
oneself and others.

8. Sunshine is like unconditional love and finding 
the light in the forest, through the trees, may be 
easier for some than others.

9. The forest thrives, as a result of mutual 
cooperation among all animate and inanimate 
creatures and things.

10. Always bend your knees when lifting heavy 
objects.

For me, this expedition has been a most emotional and thrilling roller coaster ride. While it began almost a
year  ago when I  followed my heart  and was drawn into a forest  of some 800+ beautiful  Douglas Firs,
inspired by a young woman who had the incredible courage to tree-sit, as a non-violent form of protests and
in the hopes of saving a beautiful forest. At that time, I never imagined reaching this point, or moment of
truth. Ultimately, it's my wish that this story raises people's awareness, and inspires others to take better care,
not just of themselves, but everyone everywhere. 

It's my hope that my story reaches and inspires others, not just to appreciate trees, forests and all of nature's
wonders, but to proactively take any and all appropriate measures to restore balance in nature, as well as,
nurture, protect and preserve not just trees, but our environment and all forms of life everywhere, for all
times.

Getting out of bed this morning was painful and challenging, as before. Nonetheless, today was my special
day and I was determined to work out my kinks, overcome my limitations and try my best to achieve my
dream of reaching the top of a giant Redwood. One way or another, regardless of the outcome, I felt blessed
and optimistic. 

The morning weather  was slightly overcast  with a  lovely pinkish hue in  the mist  surrounding 236.  All
systems were go, and this would be my day to climb a Redwood, if all went well. Mark made the first ascent
and climbed to the top of 236, followed shortly thereafter by another instructor, named Brian. The lines were
all  in  place  and the  assisted climb line  was now in position.  As I  approached the climbing line  to  get
connected, while fully outfitted with my climbing harness and gear, I paid special attention to my body and
any signals or signs to abort the climb and remain safe and secure on the ground. Slowly and deliberately, I
attached myself onto the climbing line and gradually tightened up the slack. 

Initially, I felt the full burden of my weight as I began to get myself off the ground and into the tree. My body
tensed up under my own weight, but I felt okay to continue. If any back nerves were to flare up again, this
would  have  been  the  time  to  abort  the  climb.  I  knew my long term health  outweighed the  short  term
excitement of the moment. Even so, I still felt well enough to proceed. 



With so much at stake health-wise, I needed to be certain that I would be able to safely and confidently reach
the top and return to the ground. Initially, I needed to get partway up into the tree under all my own strength,
not just to be sure I had it in me to continue, but also in order to initiate the assisted portion of the ascent. As
the burden of my weight took its toll, I knew I needed to advance up the line just a few feet into the air,
before initiating the assisted climb, and just doing that was exhausting. 

Each time I winched myself higher under my own weight, using the method we learned, I'd pause and ask
myself  if  I  felt  alright  to  continue  and begin the assisted ascent.  Once I  felt  some of  my weight  being
alleviated, lessening the burden on my back and core muscles, I knew I was good to go, and had sufficient
arm and leg strength to manage the rest of this mission.

With the assisted line tightening and pulling on me, I was able to move up the tree quickly and efficiently. I
was still pulling myself and my gear into the tree, minus mark's weight, but the added help made the ascent
go very smoothly. 

Each step higher, combined with the lifting action on the hand-ascender brought be higher and ever closer to
the canopy. I eventually reached the mid-point of the ascent, where Mark and I would cross paths. After we
shared  a  warm  embrace,  he  handed  me  back  my  camera,  exchanged  a  few  pleasantries,  checked  my
equipment and bid me farewell, as we continued onward in opposite directions. Once I passed the familiar
elephant shaped branch, I knew I was almost into the canopy, so without hesitation, I continued my ascent
through the canopy to the top, with relative ease.



Finally, I had successfully climbed to the top of 236. The panoramic views from the top, in all directions,
were amazing and the strong breeze felt delightful. I can never express enough gratitude to my able bodied
instructors and especially Mark for being my counterbalance, giving me and my injured lower back the little
extra help needed to reach this amazing tree's upper crown. 



Things could have gone either way and I gave myself a lot of momentary time-outs to regain my energy and
catch my breath both before and during the entire ascent. Once I made a commitment to continue, at no other
point during the climb did I feel compelled to question this decision or abort the climb. During the ascent did
I feel even the slightest twinge of nerve pain, except at the top, while trying to carelessly trying to swing my
leg up and over  a  branch.  Feeling  a  jolt  of  pain,  at  that  point,  caused me to realize  that  I  still  had to
responsibly descend back to the ground, using very remaining ounce of my strength, focus and commitment. 





At times,  the luxury of an assisted ascent  gave me the chance to  do a one-handed pull-up on the hand
ascender, something most tree climbers might never get to experience. This was such a rare treat and unique
privilege. Even with assistance, the climb involved a substantial amount of strength and effort, but climbing
up to the canopy with a lighter burden was really really fun. 

The views from the upper canopy were nothing short of spectacular. As I closed my eyes and turned my head
toward the heavens, I was bathed in sunshine and soft and gentle breezes. I've never felt so happy and alive. I
took photo after photo of everything and at times I didn't even bother using the camera's viewfinder, I just
pointed the camera in every direction and kept clicking away.

Upon reaching the top of 236, I was greeted by Brian, with the biggest and warmest smile anyone could
imagine. I was clearly anxious and nervous, thinking it was best to return to the ground before my luck ran
out, but Brian helped me relax and feel more comfortable. At a height of over two hundred and fifty feet up,
many people would shudder to imagine what it feels like atop a giant Redwood, but eventually it felt like I
was  at  a  bar  drinking  a  beer  with  my best  buddy.  He  helped  me  acclimate,  relax,  and reorganize  my
equipment and move onto comfortable branch, while remaining safely secured. We discussed our plans to
save the world and matters of the heart, but eventually, it was time to go back down to solid ground.

Switching  to  a  belay  from climbing  gear  was  a  meticulous  process.  Again,  with  Brian's  guidance  and
assistance, I moved off solid branch and back to a self-tethered climbing line with only a tiny little belay
device, to keep me from sliding down the rope. Unnerving thoughts ran through my head, but I wouldn't let
that get the best  of me.  I did what was necessary,  followed instruction,  and made a safe and deliberate
descent to the ground using my ATC belay device.  As I  glided smoothly and slowly down through the
canopy, I felt a the heat building up in my palms and on the ATC belay device itself. 

The closer I got to the ground, the more things heated up. My hands also got tired from having to maintain a
strong grasp, while controlling the downside of the line, as I let it slide through my gloved grip. When I
gripped the line tighter, I would slow down or come to a stop. I was hopeful I wouldn't get another cramp in
my hand like before and was able to control my descent the entire way down. Obviously, there was only one
way to go, with no turning back, once I began my descent. 

Even though I knew, Mark was at the base of the tree, as my acting Fireman, and able to grab onto and
tighten the slack on my climbing line to better control my descent, I still felt as as if I were at the mercy of
my own abilities. Not like my first long descent when my Fireman-Olya pulled tightly on my climbing line to
facilitate a slow and safe descent, Mark was only there observing, even though I knew he would intervene to
help me, if needed. That said, I still managed to complete the descent without any assistance, entirely under
my own power. 

After the descent when I finally arrived at the base of 236, I welled up with happy and gratified emotion as I
had finally fulfilled my dream of ascending one of the largest living beings in the world. Everything that day
came together beautifully, with unseen help from the local tree spirits, who probably help us a lot more than
we'll ever know.

Mark borrowed and used my camera, taking downward shots of me, as I ascended up and then before he
handed me the camera back, at the midway point. After my climb, he took some more climb shots of me and
my gear. Everyone should be so lucky to have a friend and wing-man like Mark. His and the instructor's
gracious acts of selfless kindness will forever be ingrained in my heart. By following their example, we can
all learn a thing or two about when it comes to giving. May we all have an opportunity to experience how
giving and receiving brings immense joy, while being thoughtful, kind and compassionate to one another.

Another  remarkable  aspect  to  this  experience  happened while  Mark was descending.  His  hand-ascender
locked up and failed during his descent. It failed at a height of about one hundred feet from the ground and
jammed itself onto his climbing line. His only way down was to be rescued by another instructor, or switch to



an alternative device. Switching to another device meant that he would have to cut his connection between
his hand-ascender and his waist harness, while switching to an Gri-Gri, as an alternate belay device, in place
of the failed hand-ascender. 

Without a proper cutting tool, Mark's only option would have been to wait to be rescued. Coincidentally,
Mark always took pride in never needing to cut his way out of any climbing challenge. Accordingly, it was
almost  sacrilegious,  given the compounded risks associated with cutting a weight-bearing climbing line,
under any circumstances. 

Despite the fact that Mark had never climbed with any type of cutting tool, for some unknown reason, he had
a cutting tool with him on this particular climb. Was this simply a stroke of luck and coincidence, or was he
aided with the possible help of tree-fairies and elves? In such instances, there's always a degree of doubt, but
its just these kinds of specific occurrences that cause be to believe in the existence of a higher authority and
intelligence. 

This piece of Mark's failed equipment, like many other broken objects used in many of Mark's other climbing
activities, may get mounted on the wall of Mark's office at Cornell University, where this and other bits of
failed gear are mounted on his wall. Mark admits that each of these items has an interesting story to go alone
with it. Perhaps there's a lesson to be learned from this experience for Mark, as well. 

Following our successful climb and descent from 236, I was finally able to completely relax and give myself
the opportunity to relax and enjoy one more day before returning home safe and sound. My appetite was
slowly returning and that night I slept like a baby, secure in a mother's arms. Many of my fellow classmates
and instructors spent that night at the top of 236, right where I had been, only hours earlier., while those of us
who stayed behind on the ground prepared and delivered a deliciously hot, home-cooked dinner, take-out
style, to the top of 236. 

During our group meeting that night and following the canopy sleep-over, everyone elected to spend the next
day together and head into Kings Canyon National Park to do some hiking and sightseeing. I had not yet
taken the opportunity to experience splendor and beauty of the renowned Kings Canyon National Park and
was  very  much  looking  forward  to  this  short  side  trip.  After  all  we  had  accomplished  that  week,  a
comfortable day of hiking and sightseeing sounded wonderful to me.

I can gleefully say I'm done climbing giant Redwoods for the foreseeable future. I took on this endeavor to
prove to myself I could, with enough willpower, hard work and preparation, do it and hopefully have the
ongoing privileged to continue recreational tree climbing as a pastime. My physical conditioning over a six
month  period  was  an  essential  component,  enabling  me  to  endure  the  physical  hardships  this  entailed,
especially at my age. In hindsight I learned that climbing Redwoods is extremely serious and risky business,
mainly because height of giant Redwoods is far higher and more challenging to climb than any other type of
tree. 

I realized how very dangerous activity this is, especially for professionals who climb with chainsaws and
other cutting tools. Climbing Redwoods not only requires one to have immense faith in the strength of the
tree and it's branches, but one must also possess enough bodily strength, focus, endurance, willpower and
technical skill, far more than I ever anticipated. Based on these risks, only a team of trained, qualified and
well equipped climbers should even attempt to climb these great giant Redwoods, and then only for scientific
purposes and with intention of causing as little harm to the tree as possible.

Redwoods, like all trees are living beings and even the most non-evasive tree climbers will still leave traces
on the trees, like scars. While we used what's known as the SRT (single-rope-technique), this method can be
used, with minimal impact to trees, most efficiently.

Even though I accomplished my objective and succeeded in climbing to the top of a giant Redwood, my



achievements were pale in comparison to most of the others in our expedition, who were younger and in
excellent condition. I will always remember the people on our expedition and I sincerely wish them all the
best. I probably continue to climb trees and promote our oneness with nature, because being connected with
nature, especially in an old-growth forest, is as good as it gets.

 





DAY 7: A WALK IN THE PARK

Today,  our group, minus several  instructors,  piled into the van and headed up a dirt  switchback road,
passing 236 and many more Redwood trees, while traversing up the canyon wall and into Kings Canyon
National Park. We located the trail-head and hiked a four mile trail at an eight thousand foot elevation to a
location known as Big Baldy, an enormous rock outcropping along the top of a mountain ridge. We enjoyed
the spectacular views along the way and ate our lunches at the half way point of the hike, while, overlooking



the scenic hillside and valley where we had spent the week. Our final stop was at Grant's Grove, a tourist
destination where many giant Redwoods are living among well traveled walking paths. It was an excellent
day for photo opportunities and, of course, I took full advantage. 

At Grants Grove we're not supposed to feed the somewhat domesticated squirrels and chipmunks, but I gave
them some raw almonds anyway, despite my comrade's protests. I followed my heart this far and it's hard to
contain my love for animals, especially in places like this where critters have become accustomed to the
loving generosity of human visitors. I didn't think a few nuts would destroy their ecosystem, and loving and
selfless acts of kindness really do go a long way, as I had recently rediscovered. 

 

DAY 8: HOMEWARD BOUND

This was our final day and as usual, I awoke shortly before dawn and decided to take a walk and collect
fallen Redwood seed cones at first light, for souvenirs. During my walk, I sensed a little voice inside me that
said I shouldn't take too many seed cones, as they belong here, but it would be alright to take just a few,
especially if I didn't disrupt anything and was mindful not to step on any young seedlings and small trees. I
selected various cones, based on their age and color. The green seed cones, as they appear up in the Redwood



trees, quickly turn reddish brown and black, upon reaching the ground. While lying on the ground, they open
up and release their tiny, oatmeal flake-like seeds into the ground. During the germination process, the seeds
need to go through a winter frost while in the soil, or the equivalent thereof, before they can sprout into
seedlings. 

After collecting about a dozed seed cones, I made my way back to the cabin and took an off-trail route,
following animal tracks that went in the general direction I was going. I was physically and emotionally
exhausted from all the strenuous activity over the past week, so I stopped periodically to give thanks, relax
and mindfully appreciate the feelings, sights, smells and sounds of one of the most awesome, majestic and
mystical forests I've ever visited.

Back at the cabin, everyone was stirring around, while me and the other students did our final packing and
departure preparations. We exchanged contact information and before loading up the van with our luggage,
for our return shuttle ride to the airport, we took a group photo and said our final goodbyes. 

Along the two hour drive back to the airport in Fresno, I had an opportunity to reflect on the emotional and
physical impact the week had upon me. Emotionally I felt overwhelmed by the entire experience, as well as,
physically drained. I remained almost completely isolated from the outside world that entire week and it felt
strange to  reinsert  myself  into a society,  after  having no idea  what  transpired  throughout  the world the
previous week. Still, it felt liberating to release myself from all the media noise and other interference we
allow ourselves to be subjected to. 

In the van while heading to Fresno with Mark at the wheel, I sat up in the front seat and talked with him
about about ways we can protect our environment. We discussed the state of the world and agreed that fossil
fuel wasn't the answer to a sustainable future. We agreed that we must each be responsible for each other's
actions and should try to be less wasteful and adapt to using than we're now use to using.One thing which we
also agreed on is how a closed-loop energy system to heat can power our homes and vehicles is something
feasible with today's technology. Using hydrogen and fuel cell technology, we can reduce our dependence on
dirty fossil fuels. Hydrogen, when cleanly produced using solar, tidal or wind energy, has the potential to
truly revolutionize all life on earth. Through the use of emerging technologies, including hydrogen fuel cells,
and clean energy fusion reactors, we'll hopefully replace our current demands on dirty fuels, with a clean and
sustainable energy. 

 



CONCLUSION

In hindsight, I've since healed from the physical hardships of this adventure. Long after all the bites, bruises,
backaches and blisters healed and become faded memories, the experience of being in the forest, climbing
giant Redwoods as a team, remembering my fellow students and instructors, along with what may have
indeed been tree fairies and elves, will live on for an eternity.

I now believe it's my calling to help people connect with nature and promote the sport of (non-evasive)
recreational  tree-climbing.  What  better  way  is  there  to  teach  people  to  respect  old  growth  forests,  by
climbing, playing and dancing in trees, like fairies and elves supposedly do? 

Since the Redwood expedition, news reports that Pope Francis had published his Encyclical Letter, entitled
“On Care for Our Common Hope” had begin to surface. After reading this 184 page masterpiece, I would
like to not only express my thanks and acknowledge my personal alignment with this most noble cause, but I



wish to encourage everyone to be a part of a rainbow race” of people, working together for the good of the
whole, as set forth in The Whirling Rainbow Prophecy. 

The End
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